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A & E 12 
Mr. Dean Discus.ses His Upcoming Plays 
. Aidan Moser 

Assistant A&E Editor 

Mr. Dean is Hellgate's Drama 1, 2, & 3 teacher, but more 
than being an exemplary drama teacher, he directs the 
school plays and even wrote his own play which is being 
performed across the state. 

Q: What is this year's fall play, and what is it about? 
A: The fall play is called The Last Night of Ballyhoo, a comedy by the Alfred Uhry, the 
author of the Pulitzer prize winning Driving Miss Daisy. It concerns an upper class 
Jewish family living in 1939 Atlanta on the eve of the premiere of Gone With the 

Wind. The arrival of a nice Jewish boy from Brooklyn forces them to analyze their own 
prejudices-- their internalized antisemitism-- that existed between German-American 
Jewish people and those they deemed "the other kind." 

Q: Who is part of the cast this year? 
A: Since the play features only seven parts, all roughly the same size, I double cast this 
year. Returning are familiar faces Jalynn Nelson, Ari Aagaard-Shively, Morgan Solorar, 
Clara Batchelder, Chase Koenig, Haley Wilson, Azrad Irwin, Megan Royce, and Tessa 
Huston. New to the extracurricular plays are lzzy Milch, Jack Michaels, Cody Stratton, 

Emma Harrison, and Hudson Therriault. 
Q: What are you personally excited about for this year's fall play? 

A: The double casting is an exciting new feature-- we're having a lot of fun during 

blocking, since normally you only have one actor playing a part when you walk them 
through their movement; since there are·two actors per character I get to show them 
both what to do at the same time, and in the process I get to do the different southern 
and Brooklyn accents and be loud and big and obnoxious, which is pretty easy for me. 
Some of these characters are very big, very dramatic, and it's a blast to watch the ac
tors figure them out. They're really fearless and quite, quite, funny. 

Q: You wrote a separate play that is now being shown throughout high 
schools in Montana. What is it, and what is it about? 
A: I was commissioned late last fall by the Montana Repertory Theatre to write the 

touring plays that would visit middle schools and high schools around Montana, and 
they wanted subject matter that would align with the different curriculum needs, es-

Girl Meets Boyhood: 

pecially for English classes. We batted around some options and since I've always been 

into myths from around the wo"rld, I chose to focus on Greek mythology. I've always 
been particularly fascinated by the legend of Medusa, the gorgon who can turn people 
to stone, and after I remembered that she left behind two sisters after Perseus killed 
her, I started pondering what they might have done in the wake of her murder. So it's 
the story of Stheno, the eldest gorgon, and her descent into the Underworld to try to 
bring Medusa back to life. · 

Q: What inspired your play? 
A: I read Gregory Maguire's Wicked when I was in high school because the Wicked 
Witch of the West was always my favorite character, and I really loved how he gave her 
more dimension, more motivation for her so-called "wickedness." The Broadway musi

cal adaptation proved that people really love the bad guys, that they want to know 
more about them (look at the success of this past summer's Maleficent). The Gorgons 

were turned into horrible monsters by a vengeful goddess, and I wanted to explore 
their human sides a bit, because they were ordinary women before Athena got all up in 
their business. 

Q: How do you feel about your play being performed by students? 
A: I'm excited. A little nervous, but excited. I've been hearing great things. My parents . 

and my band teacher from when I was a kid just went and saw it in Glendive last 
weekend and told me about the good buzz it's been getting, which is always gratifying 
to hear. It played at the University at the beginning of September and several Hellgate 

students and faculty went to see it. 
Q: What are you looking forward to for this year's productions and the 

drama program in general? 
A: I spent the summer adapting Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland and Alice Through 
the Looking Glass for the spring play, and I deliberately wrote it with a large cast in 
mind. There's the potential to cast upwards of fifty people, so that's exciting. I really 
want to include a lot of freshmen and sophomores especially if they come to audition 

(which are a little earlier this year than they are ordinarily; Wednesday, December 
17th). We always have a lot of fun doing the after school plays; the students form a big 
family, and I'd like to expand it. 

A-Review 
Mayzie Shaver 

Edit-orials Editor 

Playing out as a reel of 
isolated moments, Boy
hood, filmed with the same 
cast over a 12-year period, 

the forgettable but important puzzle pieces of life 
shaping children into adults. Rather than watch several 
different actors play the same protagonist over different 
periods of life, we view a change captured in its dynamic 
essence, collecting all of the transitions associated with 
growing up. We watch a boy grow into a man in two 
hours. Boyhood is playing at the Wilma Theater, and it 
isn't a movie to miss. 

school relationships that we've all survived through (lan 
Oberbillig, I'm talking to you). The movie also tosses 
around heavier matters such as abusive relationships 
and sex, drugs, and rock n' roll, hitting life with an accu
racy that gives the film a documentary-feel. The realness 
of Boyhood is humbling. Perhaps the universality of the 
narrative can be credited to the characters, notable for 
their natural human complexities rather than contrived 
idiosyncrasies. 

we begin to see Mason as-the sum of these parts, finding 
footing in his own world and society. As the cast grows 
from 2002 to 2012, we are reminded through cultural 
references of our "less than milestone moments," like 
living through the glossy High School Musical craze, wait
ing for Harry Potter midnight premieres and munching 
on greasy fries at the bowling alley. 

The moments of life that Boyhood captures aren't 
milestones or events that generally mark growth. We 
don't experience the weddings, holidays, and first kisses 
that mark passing of time, rather the in between bits. 
Individually, these events aren't strikingly meaningful, 
but we are reminded by Boyhood that the in between 
bits make up who we are. We aren't the sum of the 
milestones we've experienced, but the sum of the time 
in between milestones. 

Boyhood been praised for its excellence and intellect 
in trailblazing film; it is just as intellectually and emotion
ally satisfying as it is groundbreaking. We follow Mason 
Evans (played by filar Coltrane) through car conversa
tions, unfortunate haircuts and cringe-worthy middle 

Rather than focus on weddings, birthday parties and 
deaths in the family, the film fills its 167 minutes with 
the mediocre slices of life. Mason is told to get off of 
the computer because he didn't finish his homework. 
A disappointed teacher inspires Mason in the school's 
dark room. Mason turns away from his mom, embar
rassed, dodging a kiss goodbye at school. These subtle, 
unexpected moments tell the story of growing up, and 
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